
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

I told him not who my father was; had I told him, he
_______________________ me his daughter.
1.

(not/give)

_________________________________________ his interference, had it
not been convinced of an authority beyond its reach to deny?
2.

(such a power/not/repudiate/?)

He ____________________ a month by that.3. (gain)

Had her father dreamed it he __________________ delighted.4. (be)

I didn't think the thing through or I _____________________ such a fool.5.
(not/be)

Suppose I had said nothing about the statue of Venus, nor used the phrase
which was of such service to you, __________________________________
to frame a charge, which is as suited to your stupidity as to your powers of
speech?

6.

(what words/you/find/?)

I ____________________ you, but you would not listen.7. (warn)

If what they call criticism had been founded on truth, the author
_________________ nothing to say.
8.

(have)

Perhaps, if they had, they ______________________ their plans quite so
openly.
9.

(not/make)

I _____________________ the country without you, though, or at any
rate without knowing what had become of you.
10.

(not/leave)

And he __________________, there is no doubt of it, if it hadn't been for
a stranger who came along.
11.

(die)

If five nights' loss of sleep __________________________ this, fifteen
probably would; if fifteen would not, thirty would; or if thirty wouldn't sixty
would!

12.

(not/effect)
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He ____________________________ her by smile, word, or deed.13.
(not/encourage)

Scrooge had forgotten, for the moment, about her sitting in the corner with
the footstool, or he _____________________ it on any account.
14.

(not/do)

He thought the statement ____________________ him.15. (choke)

There were hours when, if he had come, she __________________ to his
arms in complete self-surrender.
16.

(go)

Oh, ___________________________ for one five minutes of oblivion, of
slumber, of relief from the burning thirst which now consumed him!
17.

(what/he/give/?)

If she had gone to the window and seen him, she
______________________ half so deeply disturbed as she was by that echo
of an old emotion.

18.

(not/be)

______________________________________ the most despised
position among men to be void of this crime!
19.

(how willingly/I/accept/?)

An entirely indifferent person ________________________ so violent, a
passion.
20.

(not/cause)
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